USE CASE

Leveraging Digital Signatures
With Adlib PDF, this global manufacturing
organization was able to implement a
paperless workflow enabling digital signatures
and satisfying compliance requirements.
THE CHALLENGE

THE INDUSTRY
Manufacturing

THE SYSTEMS

This global company in motion and control technologies needed to render their
engineering documents and eCAD drawings in a Dassault Systèmes environment to
support the company’s compliance audit requirements.

THE DOCUMENTS

They were faced with a number of problematic challenges. This organization

ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS AND ECAD

needed to:

DRAWINGS

• Improve the difficult process of obtaining digital signatures
• Modernize the out-to-date process that was being ineffectively used to demonstrate
compliance

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?

• Digitize paper-based workflows

Advanced Rendering technology takes basic

• Integrate tightly with their Dassault Systèmes environment

document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most

THE RESULT
At Adlib, compliance plus automation equals efficiency. Inefficient paper-based
processes waste valuable time, causing this global manufacturer to turn to the leader
in Advanced Rendering technology. Adlib’s cutting-edge conversion techniques include
the application of digital signatures where required and also meet compliance auditing
needs through end-to-end tracking of document-centric processes.
By using Adlib, this global manufacturing organization achieved a number of benefits:

commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple
sources into more manageable and usable
formats to enhance documents at each of
the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:
capture, manage, archive and deliver.
Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

• A trackable process which is used to prove compliance

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

• Implementation of an automated workflow to enable digital signatures

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Introduction of a paperless policy to improve efficiency

accurate, scalable and highly-available

• Seamless integration with Dassault Systèmes

document-to-PDF conversion and

Advanced Rendering enabled this
manufacturing organization to replace
inefficient paper-based processes with
automated digital ones, saving time and
money, and satisfying compliance auditing
requirements.

the enterprise.

transformation services are required across
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